WALL BUSHING
The safest way of wall and ceiling bushing.
Ideally for all wooden houses

The round wall bushing with
highest safety made by Schräder.
Ideally for all wooden.

pularity. Of course you need to pay increased attention to
system or an oven will be installed and the waste gas pipe
has to pass through inﬂammable materials. For this kind of
installation Schräder has developed a new wall, ceiling and
roof bushing that provides maximum safety.
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This new wall, ceiling and roof bushing is equipped with a
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newly developed glass ﬁber insulant that has a several times
higher insulation efﬁciency, than for example conventional
insulating materials such as mineral wool. This special composition allows that the outside of the bushing can have direkt
contact to inﬂammable materials.
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front plate

For installation a hole has to be cut into the wooden wall.
Then the bushing will be inserted and fastened. The bushing
will be covered by a front plate made of Vermiculit which serves as heat protection and radiation blind. A stainless steel
blind on the other side of the wall completely encloses the
waste gas pipe and gives it a tidy ﬁnish.
This bushing made by Schräder is available for nominal diameter 130 to 250mm and a wall thickness (horizontal instal-

1000mm – can be shortened
(only verical installation max. lenght 500mm)
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lation) of 120, 240 and 360mm. For the installation as ceiling
or roof bushing (vertical installation) it is also available in a
length of 1000mm which than has to be shortened on site.
The maximum length in the horizontal installation is 360mm
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and the vertical installation 500mm.
This bushing is accredited by the „Deutsches Institut für Bautechnik” and has the homologation no. Z-7.4-3408. It therefore offers certiﬁed safety.
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